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Abstract�The curse of dimensionality is severe when mod�
eling high�dimensional discrete data� the number of pos�
sible combinations of the variables explodes exponentially�
In this paper we propose a new architecture for modeling
high�dimensional data that requires resources �parameters
and computations� that grow at most as the square of the
number of variables� using a multi�layer neural network to
represent the joint distribution of the variables as the prod�
uct of conditional distributions� The neural network can
be interpreted as a graphical model without hidden ran�
dom variables� but in which the conditional distributions
are tied through the hidden units� The connectivity of the
neural network can be pruned by using dependency tests be�
tween the variables �thus reducing signi�cantly the number
of parameters�� Experiments on modeling the distribution
of several discrete data sets show statistically signi�cant im�
provements over other methods such as naive Bayes and
comparable Bayesian networks� and show that signi�cant
improvements can be obtained by pruning the network�
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I� Introduction

The curse of dimensionality hits particularly hard on
models of high�dimensional discrete data because there are
many more possible combinations of the values of the vari�
ables than can possibly be observed in any data set� even
the large data sets now common in data�mining applica�
tions� In this paper we are dealing in particular with mul�
tivariate discrete data� where one tries to build a model of
the distribution of the data� What motivated this research
in the context of data�mining was the need to model the
distribution of high�dimensional data for two types of ap�
plications� First� in order to detect anomalous cases in
customer databases �e�g� for fraud detection or to iden�
tify atypical customers� one needs a probabilistic model of
high�dimensional data that does not assign zero probabil�
ity � or a �xed small probability � to unseen cases� and yet
that does take into account high�order dependencies be�
tween the variables� Second� in data�mining classi�cation
applications such as those requiring to identify �target cus�
tomers� �e�g� those customers most likely to respond posi�
tively to a marketing campaign� or most likely to churn out
and move to a competitor�� the fraction of positive cases
can be many orders of magnitude smaller than that of neg�
ative cases� Whereas ordinary neural networks are di�cult
to train as classi�ers in this context� we have found it con�
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venient to apply probabilistic models �one per class� to this
problem� since the way in which each model is built does
not depend on the relative frequency of classes�

When modeling the joint distribution of many discrete
variables� a simple multinomial maximum likelihood model
would give zero probability to all of the combinations that
were not encountered in the training set� i�e�� it would most
likely give zero probability to most of the out�of�sample
test cases� Smoothing the model by assigning the same
non�zero probability for all the unobserved cases would not
be satisfactory either because it would not provide much
generalization from the training set� For example� such
smoothing would be obtained with a multivariate multino�
mial model whose parameters � are estimated by the maxi�
mum a�posteriori �MAP� principle� i�e�� those that have the
greatest probability� given the training data D� and using
a di	use prior P ��� �e�g� Dirichlet� on the parameters�

The approach proposed here uses a neural network to
represent the joint distribution of a set of random variables
�taken in a given but possibly arbitrary order� as the prod�
uct of conditional distributions �the probability of the i�th
one given the previous ones�� To simplify� one can see the
network as a kind of auto�encoder in which the i�th variable
is predicted based on the previous i� 
 variables� but un�
like in previously proposed neural network auto�encoders�
the predictor for one variable does not use this variable
in input� The architecture is such that hidden units are
shared across the outputs while preserving the constraint
that the conditional probability for the i�th variable only
depends on the value of the previous variables� This struc�
ture allows the whole joint distribution to be automatically
correctly normalized for any value of the parameters� as
long as the probabilities associated to each conditional dis�
tribution are properly normalized �which is easily obtained
with a sigmoid or a softmax�� The model uses the approx�
imating power of multi�layer neural networks to take into
account dependencies of any order while requiring a num�
ber of parameters that grows like the square of the number
of variables �unlike models which explicitly represent the
joint or conditional probabilities and require an exponen�
tial number of parameters�� The number of parameters can
be further reduced using pruning� and this may help gen�
eralization� as shown in the experiments described in this
paper� The experiments compare various alternative and
more classical models such as naive Bayes and comparable
Bayesian networks on four publically available data sets
with many discrete variables� where the task is to model
the distribution of the data as well as possible� using out�
of�sample log�likelihood to compare performance�

A graphical model or Bayesian network �
�� �� represents



the joint distribution of random variables Z�� � � � � Zn with

P �Z�� � � � � Zn� �
nY

i��

P �ZijParentsi�

where Parentsi is the set of random variables which are
called the parents of variable Zi in the graphical model
because they directly condition Zi� and an arrow is drawn�
in the graphical model� from each of its parents to Zi� A
fully connected �left�to�right� graphical model is illustrated
in Figure 
� which corresponds to the model
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nY
i��
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�
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Fig� �� A fully connected �left�to�right� graphical model�

Note that this representation depends on the ordering of
the variables �in that all previous variables in this order are
taken as parents�� We call each combination of the values
of the variables in Parentsi a context for Zi� In the �exact�
model �with the full table of all possible contexts� all the
orders are equivalent� but if approximations are used� dif�
ferent predictions could be made by di	erent models based
on di	erent orders� In this paper we do not study the e	ect
of the choice of order and the experiments use the arbitrary
order in which the variables are given in the data set� See
the experiments of ��� in which the choice of order did not
change the results signi�cantly�

In graphical models� the curse of dimensionality shows
up in the representation of conditional distributions
P �ZijParentsi� where Zi has many parents� If Zj �
Parentsi can take nj values� there are

Q
j nj di	erent con�

texts which can occur in which one would like to estimate
the distribution of Zi� This exponential number of con�
texts yields to an exponential number of parameters for
the graphical model� This serious problem has been ad�
dressed in the past by two types of approaches� which are
sometimes combined�

� Not modeling all the dependencies between all the vari�
ables� this is the approach mainly taken with most graph�
ical models or Bayes networks �
�� ��� The set of inde�
pendencies can be assumed using a�priori or human expert
knowledge or can be learned from data using search algo�
rithms ���� ���� ���� ���� See also ��� in which the set Parentsi
is restricted to at most one element� which is chosen to
maximize the correlation with Zi�
� Approximating the mathematical form of the joint distri�
bution with a form that takes only into account dependen�
cies of lower order� or only takes into account some of the
possible dependencies� e�g�� with the Rademacher�Walsh

expansion or multi�binomial ���� �
��� which is a low�order
polynomial approximation of a full joint binomial distribu�
tion �and is used in the experiments reported in this paper��
The LARC model ��� described below is also of this type�
but with �rst order dependencies only�

The approach we are putting forward in this paper is
mostly of the second category� although we are using sim�
ple non�parametric statistics of the dependency between
pairs of variables to further reduce the number of required
parameters� in the spirit of the �rst of the above two cate�
gories�

In the multi�binomial model �
��� the joint distribu�
tion of a set of binary variables is approximated by
a polynomial� Whereas the �exact� representation of
P �Z� � z�� � � � � Zn � zn� �or its logarithm� as a func�
tion of z�� � � � � zn is a polynomial of order n� it can
be approximated with a lower order polynomial� and
this approximation can be easily computed using the
Rademacher�Walsh expansion ��� �or other similar expan�
sions� such as the Bahadur�Lazarsfeld expansion ����� The
Rademacher�Walsh expansion is de�ned as follows� letting
Z � �Z�� � � � � Zn� and z � �z�� � � � � zn��

f�z� �

�
n��X
i��

ai�i�z� ��

with real�valued coe�cients ai� and where the �i are bases
formed as follows� letting �zi � zi � 
 �which take values
�
 and 
��

� �th order� ���z� � 
�
� 
st order� for i � 
 to n� �i�z� � �zi�
� nd order� for i � n � 
 to n � 
 � n�n � 
��� all the
products of pairs of the form �zi�zj with i �� j� i� j from 
 to
n�
� k�th order� all the products of k�tuples� of the form
�zi� �zi� � � � �zik � with ip �� iq for p �� q and ip� iq � f
 � � � ng�
These correspond to all the

�
n
k

�
possible k�tuples�

These bases are orthogonal� and the corresponding coe��
cients ai are moments of the corresponding order�

ai �



n
E��i�Z���

and they can be estimated by the corresponding sample
averages� The expansion has the property that if it is
truncated to k�th order� the above ai�s are still optimal
in the mean�squared sense to approximate f � The func�
tion f�z� in the expansion �� could either be P �Z � z� or
log�P �Z � z��� The �rst choice guarantees that the proba�
bilities sum to 
 while the second that they are positive� We
have preferred the second for the obvious reason that our
measure of performance is the total log�probability of the
test data� The k�th order approximation� instead of having
n parameters� requires only O�nk� parameters� Typically�
order k �  is used �and was used in our experiments��

The model proposed in this paper also requires O�n��
parameters �at most� with no pruning�� but it allows to



model dependencies between arbitrary tuples of variables�
with more than  variables at a time�

In previous related work ���� a fully�connected graphical
model is used �see Figure 
� but each of the conditional dis�
tributions is represented by a logistic� taking into account
only �rst�order dependencies between binary variables�

P �Zi �
jZ��z��� � ��Zi���zi����




�exp��w��
P

j�i wjzj�
�

Frey has named this model a Logistic Auto�Regressive Clas�
si�er or LARC �one such model is used for each class��
He argues that the prior variances on the logistic weights
�which correspond to inverse weight decays� should be cho�
sen inversely proportional to the number of conditioning
variables �i�e� the number of inputs to the particular out�
put neuron�� The model was tested on a task of learning to
classify digits from �x� binary pixel images� Models with
di	erent orderings of the variables were compared and did
not yield signi�cant di	erences in performance� When av�
eraging the predictive probabilities from 
� di	erent mod�
els obtained by considering 
� di	erent random orderings�
Frey obtained small improvements in likelihood but not in
classi�cation� The model performed better or equivalently
to other models tested� CART� naive Bayes� K�nearest
neighbors� and various graphical models with hidden vari�
ables �Helmholtz machines�� These results are impressive�
taking into account the simplicity of the LARC model� In
this paper� we basically extend Frey�s idea to using a neural
network with a hidden layer� with a particular architecture�
allowing multinomial or continuous variables� and we pro�
pose to prune down the network weights�
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Fig� �� The architecture of a neural network that represents a fully
connected �left�to�right� graphical model� For each variable Zi�
the observed value zi is encoded in the corresponding input unit
group� hi is a group of hidden units� gi is a group of output
units �whose value depend only on z�� � � � � zi���� They represent
the parameters of a distribution over Zi� e�g� the probabilities
associated with each possible value of Zi� By reading the partic�
ular value that this distribution gives for Zi 	 zi we obtain the
conditional probabilities P �Zi 	 zijZ� 	 z�� � � � � Zi�� 	 zi����
and multiplying them we obtain the joint distribution�

II� Proposed Architecture

The proposed architecture is a �neural network� imple�
mentation of a graphical model where all the variables are
observed in the training set� with the hidden units play�
ing a signi�cant role to share parameters across di	erent
conditional distributions� Figure  illustrates the model in

the simpler case of a fully connected �left�to�right� graph�
ical model �Figure 
�� The neural network represents the
parameterized function

f��z�� � � � � zn� � log� �P��Z� � z�� � � � � Zn � zn�� ���

approximating the joint distribution of the variables� with
parameters � being the weights of the neural network� The
architecture has three layers� with each layer organized in
groups associated with each of the variables� The above
log�probability is computed as the sum of conditional log�
probabilities

f��z�� � � � � zn� �

nX
i��

log�P �Zi � zijgi�z�� � � � � zi�����

where gi�z�� � � � � zi��� is the vector�valued output of the
i�th group of output units� and it gives the value of the
parameters of the distribution of Zi� when Z� � z�� Z� �
z�� � � � � Zi�� � zi��� In the case of binary variables� the
output group can consist of a single unit that gives the
conditional probability of the i�th variable Zi being 
 given
the values z� to zi�� of the variables Z� to Zi��� In the
multinomial case �output variable Zi taking ni possible dis�
crete values�� the i�th output group would have ni out�
puts corresponding to the probabilities for the value i� � 

to ni for the i�th variable Zi� By evaluating the prob�
ability of the value zi under this distribution we obtain
P �Zi � zijgi�z�� � � � � zi����� and by multiplying all these
numbers �for i from 
 to n� we obtain the value of the joint
distribution at �z�� � � � � zn�� In the discrete case� we have

P �Zi � i�jgi� � gi�i�

where gi�i� is the i��th output element of the vector gi� In
this example� a softmax output for the i�th group may be
used to force these parameters to be positive and sum to

� i�e��

gi�i� �
eg

�

i�i�P
l e

g�

i�l

where g�i�i� are linear combinations of the hidden units out�
puts� with i� ranging over the number of values that Zi can
take� i�e�� ni�

To guarantee that the functions gi�z�� � � � � zi��� only de�
pend on z�� � � � � zi�� and not on any of zi� � � � � zn� the con�
nectivity structure of the hidden units is constrained as
follows�

g�i�i� � bi�i� �
X
j�i

mjX
j���

wi�i��j�j�hj�j�

where hj�j� is the output of the j��th unit �out of mj such
units� in the j�th group of hidden layer nodes� the b�s are
corresponding biases and the wi�i��j�j� �s are weights of the
output layer� �connecting hidden unit �j� j�� from hidden
group j to the output unit �i� i�� from output group i��
Hidden units activations may be computed as follows �see
Figure ��

hj�j� � tanh�cj�j� �
X
k�j

nkX
k���

vj�j��k�k�z�k�k��



where the c�s are biases and the vj�j��k�k� �s are the weights
of the hidden layer �from input unit �k� k�� to hidden unit
�j� j���� and z�k�k� is the k��th element of the vectorial in�
put representation z�k for the value Zk � zk� We used a
hyperbolic tangent non�linearity� but other non�linearities
could have been used as long as the universal approxima�
tor properties of the network are preserved� For example�
in the binary case� we have used only one input node per
input group� i�e�� we have

Zi � f�� 
g � z�i�� � zi

and in the general discrete case we use the �one�hot� en�
coding�

Zi � f�� 
� � � � � ni � 
g � z�i�i� � �zi�i�

where �i�i� � 
 if i � i� and � otherwise� The input layer
has n�
 groups because the value Zn � zn is not used as an
input� The hidden layer also has n�
 groups corresponding
to the variables j �  to n �because P �Z�� is represented
unconditionally in the �rst output group� which does not
need any associated hidden units or inputs� but just has
biases��

A� Discussion

The number of free parameters of the model is O�n�H�
where H � maxj mj is the maximum number of hidden
units per hidden group �i�e�� associated with one of the
variables�� This is basically quadratic in the number of
variables� like the multi�binomial approximation� that uses
a polynomial expansion of the joint distribution� As the
order k of the multi�binomial approximation increases� it
can better approximate the true joint distribution �if one
was able to estimate the parameters�� Similarly� as H is
increased� representation theorems for neural networks sug�
gest that we should be able to approximate with arbitrary
precision the true joint distribution� Of course in both
cases the true limiting factor is the amount of data� and
H should be tuned according to the amount of data� In
our experiments we have used cross�validation to choose
H �with the same value of mj � H for all the hidden
groups�� In this sense� this neural network representation of
P �Z�� � � � � Zn� is to the polynomial expansions �such as the
multi�binomial� what ordinary multi�layer neural networks
for function approximation are to polynomial function ap�
proximators� The neural network can capture high�order
dependencies� but not all of them �with a reasonable ca�
pacity�� On the other hand� the polynomial approximation
captures only low�order dependencies �e�g�� second order��
but it captures them all� For the neural network� it is the
number of hidden units per hidden group� H � that controls
�how many� such dependencies will be captured� and it is
the data that �chooses� which of the actual dependencies
are most useful in optimizing the training criterion�

There are really two kinds of high dimensional discrete
data� �
� a large number of variables each taking few val�
ues �e�g� as in many data�mining applications�� and �� a
few variables each taking a huge number of values �e�g� in

textual data and natural language models�� Note that the
approach presented in this paper is well suited to modeling
data of type �
�� One interesting idea would be to attempt
to convert data of type �� into data of type �
� and apply
the methodology of this paper� This could be achieved by
representing for example each word in a text by a possibly
large set of low�dimensional features�

B� MAP Criterion and Weight Decay

Unlike Bayesian networks with hidden random variables�
learning with the proposed architecture is very simple� even
when there are no conditional independencies� To optimize
the parameters we have simply used gradient�based opti�
mization methods� using conjugate or stochastic �on�line�
gradient� to maximize a MAP �maximum a posteriori� cri�
terion� that is the sum of a log�prior and the total log�
likelihood �which is the sum of values of f �eq� �� for
the training examples�� In our experiments we have used a
�weight decay� log�prior� which gives a quadratic penalty
to the parameters ��

logP ��� � constant �
X
i

�i�
�
i �

Inspired by the analysis of ���� the inverse variances �i are
chosen proportional to the number of weights incoming into
a neuron

�i � ��Fi

where Fi is the �fan�in� or number of inputs into the neuron
to which the i�th weight contributes� The shared hyper�
parameter �� is chosen by cross�validation�

C� Marginalization and Missing Values

An important question one might ask about this model is
how it could be marginalized� In general this is going to be
expensive� requiring to sum over possibly many combina�
tions of the values of variables not in the desired marginal�
using

P �Z������Zi���Zi�������Zn��
X
j

P �Z������Zi���Zi �j�Zi�������Zn��

Another related question is whether one could deal with
missing values� if the total number of values that the miss�
ing variables can take is reasonably small� then one can sum
over these values in order to obtain a marginal probability�
If the example with missing values is in the training set�
this marginal probability can then be maximized within
the MAP criterion� If it is a test example� this marginal
probability can be used in taking a decision� If some vari�
ables have more systematically missing values� they can be
put at the end of the variable ordering� and in this case
the marginal distribution can be very e�ciently computed
�by taking only the product of the output probabilities up
to the missing variables�� Similarly� one can easily com�
pute the predictive distribution of the last variable given
the �rst n� 
 variables� P �ZnjZ� � z�� � � � � Zn�� � zn���
can be simply read o	 the last output group when feeding
z�� � � � � zn�� to the inputs of the neural network�



D� Extension to Continuous Variables and Conditional
Distributions

The framework can be easily extended to hybrid mod�
els involving both continuous and discrete variables� In the
case of continuous variables� one has to choose a parametric
form for the distribution of the continuous variable when all
its parents �i�e�� the conditioning context� are �xed� Note
that if there are signi�cant dependencies between the vari�
ables� the conditional distribution of Zi given Z�� � � � � Zi��

will have much less entropy �will be much more peaked��
and it can probably be well modeled with simpler distri�
bution classes than the unconditional distribution of Zi�
For example one could use a normal� log�normal� or mix�
ture of normals� Instead of having softmax outputs� the
i�th output group would compute the parameters of this
continuous distribution� For example� let us consider the
simple case of a univariate Normal variable�

Zi � N��� ����

The corresponding output group could compute the �
element vector ��� log ��� which is unconstrained� In the
d�dimensional multivariate normal case� with

Zi � N������

the covariance matrix can be represented by the d�d�
��
lower�diagonal and diagonal elements of L in the following
Cholesky decomposition of ��

� � LL�

with Li�j � � for j 	 i� The corresponding output group
could compute a vector of d � d�d � 
�� unconstrained
elements� representing � and the non�zero elements of L�
Similarly� the model could be extended to other contin�
uous distributions by appropriately transforming the un�
constrained outputs of the neural network �i�e�� weighted
sums� into the parameters of the desired distribution�

Another type of extension allows to build a conditional
distribution� e�g�� to model P �Z�� � � � � ZnjX�� � � � � Xm�� in
a way that is similar to the approach already proposed by
Bishop �

�� With the model proposed here� one just adds
extra input units to represent the values of the condition�
ing variables X�� � � � � Xm� Finally� an architectural exten�
sion that we have implemented is to allow direct input�to�
output connections �still following the rules of connections
ordering which allow gi to depend only on z�� � � � � zi����
Therefore in the case where the number of hidden units is
� �H � ��� we obtain the LARC model studied by Frey ����

E� Choice of topology

Another type of extension of this model which we have
found very useful in our experiments is to allow the user
to choose a topology that is not fully connected �left�to�
right�� In our experiments we have used non�parametric
tests to heuristically eliminate some of the connections in
the network� but one could also use expert or prior knowl�
edge� just as with regular graphical models� in order to cut
down on the number of free parameters�

In our experiments we have used for a pairwise test of
statistical dependency the Kolmogorov�Smirnov statistic�
The statistic for variables X and Y is

s �
p
l sup

i

j �P �X � xi� Y � yi�� �P �X � xi� �P �Y � yi�j

where l is the number of examples and �P is the empirical
distribution �obtained by counting over the training data��
Under the null hypothesis of no statistical dependency for
the 
�dimensional case �but note that here we are in the
two�dimensional case�� the asymptotic distribution of s �
�
is

lim
l��

P �s 
 �� � 
� 

�X
k��

��
�k��e���
�k� �

The sum can be closely approximated with its �rst few
terms� because of its exponential convergence� As a heuris�
tic� we have ranked the pairs according to their value of
the statistic s� and we have chosen those pairs for which
the value of statistic is above a threshold value s�� This
threshold value was chosen by cross�validation� When the
pairs f�Zi� Zj�g are chosen to be part of the model� and
assuming without loss of generality that i 
 j for those
pairs� then the only connections that are kept in the net�
work �in addition to those from the k�th hidden group to
the k�th output group� are those from hidden group i to
output group j� and from input group i to hidden group j�
for every such �Zi� Zj� pair�

III� Experiments

In the experiments we have compared the neural net�
work model �with and without pruning� to other models
on four data sets obtained on the web from the UCI Ma�
chine Learning and STATLOG databases� Most of the data
sets are meant to be for classi�cation tasks but we have in�
stead ignored the classi�cation and used the data to learn
a probabilistic model of all the input features� In all cases
except Audiology� the train�test split used to measure per�
formance is the one described in the documentation of the
data set�
� DNA �from STATLOG�� there are 
�� binary features�
��� cases are used for training and cross�validation� and


�� for testing�
� Mushroom �from UCI�� there are  discrete features
�taking each between  and 
 values�� ��� cases are used
for training and cross�validation� and ��� for testing�
� Audiology �from UCI�� there are �� discrete features
�taking each between  and � values�� In our experiments�
the �rst 

� cases are used for training and the remaining


� for testing �the original train�test partition was ��
� � but we concatenated and re�split the data to obtain
more signi�cant test �gures��
� Soybean �from UCI�� there are �� discrete features �tak�
ing each between  and � values�� ��� cases are used for
training and ��� for testing�

The compared models are the followings�
� Naive Bayes� the likelihood is obtained as a product
of multinomials �one per variable�� Each multinomial is
smoothed with a Dirichlet prior�



� Multi�Binomial� the Rademacher�Walsh expansion of or�
der  described in the introduction �
��� Since this only
handles the case of binary data� it was only applied to the
DNA data set�
� Ordinary BN �Bayes Net� or graphical model� with the
same pairs of variables and variable ordering as selected for
the pruned neural network� but in which each of the condi�
tional distributions is modeled by a separate multinomial
for each of the conditioning contexts� Because of the expo�
nential explosion in the number of parameters� this works
only if the number of conditioning variables is small� So
in the Mushroom� Audiology� and Soybean experiments we
had to reduce the number of conditioning variables �fol�
lowing the order given by the Kolmogorov�Smirnov tests��
The multinomials are also smoothed with a Dirichlet prior�
� Fully connected NN �neural network�� there are no direct
input to output connections but there are H hidden units
per hidden unit group� as described in the previous section�
The order of the variables is taken as is from the data set�
� Pruned NN �neural network�� the Kolmogorov�Smirnov
statistic with threshold p�value chosen by ��fold cross�
validation was used to prune the connectivity� Five dif�
ferent pruning levels were tried� including no pruning� The
order of the variables is taken as is from the data set�
� LARC� this corresponds to a fully connected �left�to�
right� neural network with no hidden units �direct input
to output connections�� The LARC model from ��� was in
fact extended to deal with the case of multinomials just
like the neural network�
� Pruned LARC� using the same methodology as for the
neural networks� the connections are pruned� using a
threshold chosen by ��fold cross�validation�

K�fold cross�validation with k � � was used to select the
number of hidden units per hidden group �values from  to
�� and the weight decay for the neural network and LARC
�values from �����
 to 
�� The same technique was also
used to choose the amount of smoothing in the Dirichlet
priors �various values from �����
 to 
����� for the multi�
nomials of the naive Bayes model and the ordinary graph�
ical model� The same technique was used to choose the
pruning threshold �p�values of ��� 
��� 
�� or ��� or
no pruning�� To maximize the MAP criterion� conjugate
gradients optimization was used for the smaller data sets
�Soybean and Audiology� while stochastic gradient descent
was used for the larger ones �Mushroom and DNA��

A� Results

Table I summarizes the experimental results� using out�
of�sample average log�likelihood as a yardstick� Tests of
signi�cance allow a comparison of the average performance
of the pruned neural network with each of the other mod�
els� using the average of the di	erence in log�likelihood for
each of the test cases� Using these di	erences is important
because there are strong correlations between the errors
made by two models on the same test pattern� so the vari�
ance of the di	erence is usually much less than the sum
of the variances� Note that looking only at the standard
deviations �in parentheses in the table� would suggest that

DNA Mushroom
� ��� p�value � ��� p�value

naive Bayes ����
 ����� ��e�� 
��� ����� ��e��
multi�Binomial ���� ����� ��e��
ordinary BN ����� ����� ��e�� 

��� ����� ��e��
LARC ���� ���
� e�� 
���� ����� ��e��
pruned LARC ���� ����� ��e�� 
��
� ���
� ��e��
full�conn� NN ����� ����� ��e�� ����� ����� ��e��
pruned NN ���� ����� ����� ���
�

Audiology Soybean
� ��� p�value � ��� p�value

naive Bayes ���
� ����� ��e�� �
�
 ����� ��e��
multi�Binomial
ordinary BN ����� ��
�� ���e�
 
���� ���� ��e��
LARC ���� ����� ��e�� ����� ����� ���e�

pruned LARC ����� ��
�� ���� ���� ��

� ��e��
full�conn� NN ���� ����� ��e�� ����� ��
�� ��e��
pruned NN ���� ��
�� ����� ����

TABLE I

Average out�of�sample negative log�likelihood ��� obtained with the

various models on four data sets �standard deviations ��� of the

average in parenthesis and p�value to test the null hypotheses that a

model has same true generalization error as the pruned neural

network�� The pruned neural network was better than all the other

models in all cases� and the pair�wise di�erence is always statistically

signi�cant� except with respect to the pruned LARC on Audiology�

many of these di	erences are not signi�cant� whereas the
more complete analysis that takes the covariances into ac�
count by �rst computing the di	erences in individual errors
yields very signi�cant di	erences� the pruned neural net�
work was superior to all the other models in all � cases� and
the pairwise di	erences with the other models are statisti�
cally signi�cant in all � cases �except Audiology� where the
di	erence with the network without hidden units� LARC�
is not signi�cant� In some cases the di	erence with LARC
is quite large while in others it is not signi�cant� in terms
of out�of�sample log�likelihood� This is not very surprising
as the need for hidden units may be very task�dependent�
Pruning seems to help the network with hidden units in all
cases but helped LARC only in 
 out of � cases �maybe
because the capacity of LARC was already too small�� It
should also be noted that log�likelihood re�ects how well
the model does at assigning high probability to events ac�
tually occurring out�of�sample� but it does not necessarily
indicate how useful the model would be for doing tasks such
as classi�cation or selecting outliers� Although in principle
having the �right� or true model �the one with the largest
expected out�of�sample expected log�likelihood over all pos�
sible models� would allow us to perform the best decision
according to a given utility function using Bayesian deci�
sion theory� all the above models are approximations�

Since the number of test cases is always more than a
hundred and these log�likelihoods are independent �given
the learned models�� we assume that the average log�
likelihood di	erence is Normally distributed� with a vari�
ance that is estimated unbiasedly by the sample variance
of the di	erence in log�likelihoods divided by the number
of test cases� We perform one�sided Z�tests to compute



p�values as P �true di	erence 	 observed di	erencejH���
under the null hypothesis H� that the expectation of the
di	erence is � �i�e�� that the two algorithms are really of
the same level of performance and the observed di	erence
is due to sampling noise�� Each model is compared to the
pruned neural network �which had the best average perfor�
mance on all four tasks�� Note however that these tests do
not take into account the variability due to the choice of
training set �see �
�� and �
�� for a discussion��

IV� Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a new application
of multi�layer neural networks to the modeling of high�
dimensional distributions� in particular for discrete data
�but the approach could also be applied to continuous or
mixed discrete � continuous data�� Such a model could
be used in data�mining applications where the number of
variables is large� Like the polynomial expansions �
��
that have been previously proposed for handling such high�
dimensional distributions� the model approximates the
joint distribution with a reasonable �at most O�n��� num�
ber of free parameters but unlike these it allows to capture
high�order dependencies even when the number of param�
eters is small� The model can also be seen as an extension
of the previously proposed auto�regressive logistic classi�
�er ���� using hidden units to capture some high�order de�
pendencies�

Experimental results on four data sets with many dis�
crete variables are very encouraging� The comparisons were
made with a naive Bayes model� with a multi�binomial
expansion� with the LARC model and with an ordinary
graphical model� showing that the pruned neural net�
work did signi�cantly better in terms of out�of�sample log�
likelihood in almost all cases�

Pruning appears to be very helpful in getting such good
results� at least in the case of the neural network with hid�
den units� The approach to pruning the neural network
used in the experiments� based on pairwise statistical de�
pendency tests� is highly heuristic and better results might
be obtained using approaches that take into account the
higher order dependencies when selecting the conditioning
variables� Methods based on pruning the fully connected
network �e�g�� with a �weight elimination� penalty� should
also be tried� A probabilistic model can also be used to
perform the pruning� e�g� using an entropic prior �
�� on
the weights that encourages zero values� Also� we have
not tried to optimize the order of the variables� or combine
di	erent networks obtained with di	erent orders� like ����

One of the particularities of the model proposed here
is that the hidden units may compute functions that are
shared and used for several of the conditional probabilities
estimated by the model� An alternative would simply have
been to have a di	erent neural network for each conditional
distribution� In general� which works better will depend on
the underlying distribution of the data� but the concept of
sharing functionalities with hidden units has been much
used in the past �with success� with multi�layer neural net�
works having several outputs� It would be interesting to

test these di	erences experimentally� However� the most
important next step to follow the work presented in this
paper is to test how the proposed model� which works well
in terms of out�of�sample likelihood� will perform in terms
of classi�cation error �on classi�cation tasks�� when the
model is used to learn one conditional density per class�

To summarize� the contributions of this paper are the
following� �rst� showing how neural networks can be used
as approximators for the joint distribution of data sets
with many variables �as found in many data�mining ap�
plications� and how this helps to deal with the curse of
dimensionality second� this is achieved using an extension
of Frey�s LARC graphical model� by including hidden units
to represent high�order dependencies and share functional�
ity across the di	erent conditional distributions third� we
have found pruning of the neural network weights using a
non�parametric test of dependency and cross�validation to
signi�cantly help performance fourth� comparative exper�
iments on four data sets with discrete variables show this
approach to work better than �ve alternatives�
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